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In the first part of this paper a general procedure was given by which a 
conditionally stable system could be separated into two parts, one of which 
was completely stable and the other completely unstable. This was used in 
particular to give an elementary proof of a result of Massera and Schaffer on 
the roughness of exponential dichotomies. Here the same procedure will be 
used to prove another roughness result, which seems to be new even in the 
special case where the stability is not conditional. This result is then applied 
to almost periodic linear systems and yields a new proof, under weaker 
hypotheses, of a theorem of Bogolyubov. 
1. HOMOGJMXXJS LINEAR SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 1. Let A(t) and B(t) be continuous matrix functions defined on 
an interval J swh that 
I A(t)I < N, I B(t)1 < N, (1) 
and suppose there exist constants K > 1 and OL such that 
) Y(t) Y-l(s)/ ,< Keact-s) for t 2 4 (2) 
where Y(t) is a fundamental matrix for the linear equation 
If 
then 
y’ = A(t) y. 
/ j::B(t)dt) < 6 for It, - 21 I \<A, 
( X(t) X-l(s)/ < (1 + 6) K@(t-s) fw t>,s, 
386 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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where X(t) is a fundamental matrix for the perturbed equation 
x’ = [A(t) + B(t)]x (6) 
and/3=cr+3iVK6+h-‘log(l +6)K. 
By the variation of constants formula any solution x(t) of (6) satisfies 
the integral equation 
x(t) = Y(t) Y-l(s) x(s) + f Y(t) Y-‘(u) B(u) x(u) du. 
s 
If we set 
C(s) = j” B(u) du 
9 
then, on integrating by parts and using (3) and (6), we obtain 
x(t) = Y(t) Y-‘(s)[l + C(s)] x(s) 
- 
1‘ 
t Y(t) Y-l(u)[A(u)C(u) - C(u) A(u) - C(u) B(u)] x(u) du. 
8 
It follows that for s < t < s + h 
1 x(t)1 < (1 + S) Kerr+@ 1 x(s)1 + 3NKS 
I 
t eau+) j x(u)1 du. 
s 
Thus w(t) = e-utJ x(t)\ satisfies 
w(t) < (1 + 6) Kw(s) + 3NKS j’ w(u) du for s < t < s + h. 
8 
Therefore, by Gronwall’s inequality, 
w(t) < (1 + S) KeSNK8’t-“‘W(s) for s<t<s+h. 
For any s, t in J with t > s there exists a nonnegative integer 7t such that 
s+nh<t<s+(n+l)h.Then 
w(t) < (1 + 8) Ke*NK*(t-s-nA) w(s + nh) 
< [(l + 8) K]n+l esNKa(t-8) w(s) 
and 
I x(t)1 < [(I + S)ZiJn+l e(a+BIYK8)(t-s)l x(s). 
If we put y = h-1 log(1 + 6) K, then 
[(l + S)K]- = envA < eYctes). 
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It follows that 
j x(t)1 < (1 + 6) Ke4(t-“i) 1 x(s)1 for t > s. 
Taking x(t) = X(t) X-l(s)[, w h ere .$ is an arbitrary constant vector, we 
obtain (5). 
It is clear that, given any E > 0, we will have /3 < 01 + E if h > 2~-l log K 
and if 6 = 6(K, N, 6) is sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(t) and B(t) be continuous matrix functions defined on 
an interval J such that 
I A(t)I < N I B(t)1 -6 N, (1) 
and suppose there exist positive constants K, L, 01, p and a projection matrix P 
such that 
I Y(t) PY-l(s)1 < Keeact-@ for t > s, 
1 Y(t)(l - P) Y-‘(s)1 < Le-6(S-t) for s>t, 
(7) 
where Y(t) is a fundamental matrix for the linear equation 
y’ = A(t) y. (3) 
Then for any positive constant E < min(ar, /3), there exist positive constants 
T = T(P, K, L) and 6 = 8(P, K, L, N, 01 + 8,~) such that if 
lf:B(t)dtj <a for I t, - t, I < e-IT, 
then 
1 X(t) PX-l(s)\ < K’e-(a-E)ct-s) for t>s, 
I X(t) (I - P)X-l(s)1 < L’e-(e-s)(s-t) for s > t, 
(9) 
where X(t) is a fundamental matrix for the perturbed equation 
x’ = [A(t) + B(t)]x (6) 
and K’, L’ are positive constants depending only on P, K, L. 
The basic idea of the proof is the same as that used to prove Theorem 2 
in [2]. We will retain the same notations and consider only the new features 
which arise. We now denote by M a positive constant depending only on 
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P, K, L, N. However, since the quantities Mz and M4 in [2] depend only on 
P, K, L, so also does 
T = 2 log(M,M,). (10) 
The change of variables x = S(t)z transforms (3) into 
x’ = C(t)z, 
where by Lemma 2 of [2] /I C(t)11 < MI, . The same change of variables 
transforms (6) into 
w’ = [C(t) + D(t)lw, 
where D(t) = s-l(t) B(t) A’(t). Integrating by parts, we obtain 
f’ D(t) dt = S-l(t,) 1” B(t) dt S(t,) - I” S-l(t) s” B(u) du S’(t) dt 
t1 t1 t1 t1 
+ 1” S-l(t) S’(t) F(t) jt B(u) du S(t) dt. 
t1 t1 
Setting h = &T and 
it follows that 
Let B denote the set of all continuously-differentiable matrix functions H(t) 
such that H(t) and H’(t) are bounded on J = (a, b). We consider the mapping 
.F : H --+ G of a into itself defined by 
G(t) = It R(t) PR-+){(I - H(s)) D(s)(l + H(s))], R(s)(l - P) R-l(t) ds 
a 
- 
s 
* R(t)(l - P) R-l(s){(l - H(s)) D(s)(l + H(s))}~ R(s) PR-l(t) ds. 
t 
It is easily verified that G(t) satisfies the differential equation 
G’ = C(t) G - GC(t) + {(I - H(t)) D(t)(I + H(t))}, . (12) 
50514/3-6 
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On integrating by parts we obtain for any U, V E $8 
1 p?(t) PR-l(s) U(s) D(s) V(s) R(s)(l - P) R-l(t) ds 1 
< MaM47)ll u 11 I/v 11 e-(a+d)(t-tz) 
+WKdl! u’ll II VII + II UII II V’II + 2/l Cl/ II W II V Ill 1:: e-(“+6)ct-8) ds 
if t 2 t, > t, and t, - tl < h. If we divide the interval (a, t) into subintervals 
of length h and possibly one other subinterval of length less than h, it follows 
that 
/ 1: R(t) PR-l(s) U(s) D(s) V(s) R(s)(l - P) R-l(t) ds j 
< M3M47jl u 11 1 V/I (1 - e-(a+a)h)-i 
f%&?[Il U’ II II v II + II 7J II II V’ II + 211 c II II lJ II II I/‘lll(~ + 8)-“. 
Moreover, this inequality still holds if we replace the interval (a, t) by (t, b) 
and P by (I - P). In particular, for U(s) = I - H(s) and V(s) = I + H(s), 
where II H 11 < i, we obtain 
II G II < (WW,Wd1 - e-(a+B)h)-l + 9M3MAl H’ II + M,,}(a + B)-‘. 
Similarly, if G1 = FH, and Ga = F-H,, where II HI II < 4 and II H, II $ 3, 
we obtain 
11 Gl - G, 11 < 3A4&&~{1 - e-@+l)*}-lII H, - H, 11 
+ 3M,M& + PHII H; - K II + 244’1, II H, - 4 III 
+ M&M~ + BMII f4 II + II Hi II> II 4 - Ha II. 
Moreover, by (12), 
II G’ II G 2&o II G II + Ml3 , (13) 
11 G; - G II G 24410 II G - G, II + MI, Il Hl - H, 11. (14) 
The set L% becomes a Banach space if we define the norm by 
I H I = II H II + A H’ IL 
where p is a fixed but arbitrary positive number. We choose p = (4M&l. 
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Then for any H such that 1 H 1 < 4, we have II H II < 4 and II H’ II < 2Mls. 
Since (OZ + /3)/r > T, it follows from (11) that we can choose 
6’=6’(P,K,L,N,a+p,e)>O 
so small that if 
1 f:B(tW j < 6’ for 1 2, - t, 1 < h 
then 
and 
Therefore, by (13), 
I G I = II G II + A G’ II 
<(I +2&,/.4CL)IIGlI+~~~+~=~, 
and by (14), 
I 6 - G I < (1 + 2K,cl) II G - G II + t II H, - Hz II 
d 4 II HI - Hz II + 8~ II H; - H; II = Q I 4 - 4 I. 
Thus 9 is a contraction mapping of the ball 1 H 1 < 4 into itself. Hence 
there exists a unique H with 1 H 1 < + such that .FH = H. Then T(t) = 
I + H(t) satisfies 
II T II G 2, II T-l II d 2, II T’ II < 2Jf,, . 1 
Integrating by parts in the same way as before, we obtain 
/ 111 D(t) T(t) dt 1 < 2( 1 + M&)r] for I t2 - tl I ,< ft. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1 and the corresponding result with t replaced by 
-t, there exists a positive constant 6 = 8(P, K, L, N, a + ,!I, e) Q 6’ such 
that if 
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the equation 
has a fundamental matrix V(t) satisfying 
I V(t) PI-(s)1 < K’e-(-)(t-s) for t 3 $7 
1 V(t)(I - P) V-l(s)1 < L’e-cs-c)cs-t) for s 3 t, 
where K’, L’ are positive constants depending only on P, K, L. Hence 
X(t) = As(t) T(t) V(t) is a fundamental matrix for (6) satisfying inequalities 
of the same type. 
As a first application we prove 
THEOREM 3. Let A(t) be an almost periodic matrix function and suppose 
that the eigenvalues of its mean value 
A,=$i&j’ + A(t) dt -T 
have real parts different from zero. In fact, let A,, have k eigenvalues with real 
parts < --01 < 0 and n - k eigenvalues with real parts > fl > 0. Then for all 
large w > 0 the equation 
x’ = A(wt)x 
has a fundamental matrix X(t) such that 
I X(t) PX-l(s)1 < Ke-a+s) for 
/ X(t)(l - P) X-*(s)1 < Le-B+t) for 
where K, L are positive constants independent of w and 
t 3 s, 
s 3 4 
Choose 01’ > (Y, /3’ > p so that every eigenvalue of A, has real part greater 
than 8’ or less than -LX’. Then the autonomous equation y’ = A,y has a 
fundamental matrix Y(t) such that 
j Y(t) PY-l(s)) < K’e-a’ct-s) for t 3 s, 
1 Y(t)(l - P) Y-‘(s)1 < L’e-B’(a-t) for s > t. 
If we put B(t) = A(t) - A,, , then B(t) is almost periodic and consequently 
bounded: 
II Wll G N- 
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By Theorem 2 it is sufficient to show that for any h > 0, 6 > 0, there exists 
a corresponding w,,(h, 6) > 0 such that if w > w,, 
1 j”” B(d) dt [ < S 
t1 
for 1 I, - t, 1 < h. 
Now 
II 
h 
B(d) dt < 6 for all w if 1 t, - t, ( < SN-l. 
t1 
On the other hand, since B(t) has mean value zero, there exists T, = 
T,(h, 8) > 0 such that if T > I”,, then 
I s a+T T-l B(t) dt < ah-l for all a. n 
Therefore, if &‘V1 < 1 t, - t, 1 < h and w > w,, = NT, S-l, 
) j:; B(d) dt ) G / [w(t, - t&l j::” I du / h 
1 
< 6h-l. h = 6. 
This completes the proof. 
2. INHOMOGENEOUS LINEAR SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 4. Let A(t) be a continuous matrixfunction such that 1 A(t)1 < N 
for all real t, and suppose the linear equation 
Y’ = 44Y (3) 
has a fundamental matrix Y(t) satisfying the exponential dichotomy (7). Iff(t) is 
a continuous vector function such that 
for I t, - t, I < h, 
then the inhomogeneous equation 
x’ = A(t)x +f(t) (15) 
has a unique solution x(t) which is bounded on the whole axis. Moreover, 
II x(t)ll G CT, (16) 
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where 
C = K[( 1 - e-=*)-l + Nor-l] + L[( 1 - e-6*)--l + N/F1]. (17) 
By integrating by parts, as in the proof of previous theorems, we obtain 
1 j:: Y(t) PY-l(s)f(s) ds 1 < 7Ke-U’t-t2)[(l - e-ah)-1 + Nol-I] 
if t > t, > t, and 
/ j:I Y(t)(l - P) Y-l(s)f(s) ds 1 < 7Le-B(tl-t)[(l - e-Eh)-l + Nfl-l] 
if t < tr < t, . Hence the function 
x,(t) = j” 
--A 
Y(t) PY-l(s)f(s) ds - j:( Y(t)(I - P) Y-l(s)f(s) a$ 
which is a solution of the equation (15), satisfies the inequality 1 x,(t)1 < C7 
for 1 t 1 < n. Moreover, since 
x,(t) - x,(t) = j-m Y(t) PY-l(s)f(s) ds - j” Y(t)(l - P) Y-l(s)f(s) ds, 
-92 m 
we have 
/ x,(t) - x,(t)1 < 7C[e-a(t+m) + e-8(m-t)] if ItI<m<n. 
Therefore the sequence {x”(t)} converges uniformly on any bounded interval. 
The limit function x(t) is again a solution of (15) and satisfies (16). There is 
no other bounded solution because the homogeneous equation (3) has no 
nontrivial bounded solution. 
3. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 5. Let A(t) be a continuous matrix function such that 
I A(t)1 < N for --oo<t<co, 
and suppose the linear equation 
Y’ = 4tly (3) 
has a fundamental matrix Y(t) satisfying the exponential dichotomy (7). Let 
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f(t, x) be a continuous erector function for --0~) < t < 30, 1 x / < p such that 
f(t, 0) = 0 and let g(t, x) be a continuous vector function for --co < t < co, 
/ x 1 < p with a partial deriwatiwe gz(t, x) such that 1 g&t, O)l < N and 
gz( t, x) -+ gz( t, 0) uniformi$ in t as ( x I -+ 0. 
Then there exists a constant 6(0 < 6 < p) and positive constants a1 , j!$ ,yl , 
depending only on K, L, N, a, /3 such that if 
if(t, x1) -f(t, %)I G 9 I Xl - x2 I for I x1 I < 6, I x2 I < 8, 
/ f~g(l, 0) dt / < ~1 fw I t, - t, I G 1, 
the nonlinear equation 
x’ = -qt)x +f(t, x) + g(t, x) (18) 
has a unique bounded solution x(t) such that 11 x 11 < 6. Moreover, 11 x 11 < 4Cy1 , 
where C is a positive constant depending only on K, L, N, a, ,3 and x(t) has the 
same stability properties for t -+ &co as the solution y  = 0 of (3). 
I f  A(t) is almost periodic and f(t, x), g(t, x) are almost periodic in t for each 
fixed x, then x(t) is almost periodic and its frequency module is contained in the 
joint frequency module of A(t), f(t, x), g(t, x). 
We can rewrite (18) in the form 
x’ = B(t)x +p(t) + A(4 x), 
where B(t) = A(t) + g=(t, 0), p(t) = g(t, 0), and 
h(t, 4 = f(t, x) + g(t, x) - g(t, 0) - g,(t, 0)x. 
Evidently h(t, 0) = 0 and 
4 Xl) - 44 x2) = f(t, x1) - f(t, x2) + g(t, Xl) - g(t, x2) - g& 0)(x, - x2). 
Put y = Qmin(a, /3) in (7). By Theorem 2, if /?I is sufficiently small, the 
equation x’ = B(t)x has a fundamental matrix X(t) such that 
1 X(t) PX-l(s)1 < Me-Y(t-8) for t 2 s, 
1 X(t)(I - P) X-l(s)1 < Me-++t) for s 2 t, 
where M is a positive constant depending only on K, L. Choose E > 0 so 
small that 
Y-~ME < h G Q i, 
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where 
C = [(l - e-7)-l + 2N+]M. 
Then choose S(0 < 6 < p) so that 
I g&, 4 -g&, O)l < E if IX <a. 
If 01~ < E it follows that 
I & Xl> - 4 x2)1 < 2EI 3 - x2 I for I x1 I -G 6, I x2 I < 6. 
If xi(t), x2(t) are two solutions of (18) such that II x, II < 6, I/ x2 (I < 6, then 
y(t) = xl(t) - x2(t) is a bounded solution of the equation 
Y’ = WY + r(t), 
where r(t) = R[t, x1(t)] - k[t, x,(t)] and hence I r(t)1 < 2~ I y(t)i. Con- 
sequently, 
y(t) = j” 
-02 
X(t) PX-l(s) r(s) ds - /; X(t)(Z - P) X-l(s) T(S) ds, 
and 
I YW d W9f*WlY II d 4llY II> 
which implies y(t) = 0 for all t. 
If x(t) is a solution of (18) such that II x I/ < S, it is also a solution of the 
equation 
x’ = B(t)x +p(t) + K[f, x(t)]. 
Since j k[t, x(t)]1 < 2~11 x jl, it follows from Theorem 4 that 
II x II < 2C(Y, + 2~11 x II) < w, + ill x II. 
Therefore I] x (1 < 4Cyl . 
We next prove the existence of a bounded solution x(t). By Theorem 4 the 
equation 
x’ = z?(t)x + p(t) 
has a unique bounded solution z(t) and 
II z II < 2CYl < 4% 
if yr is sufficiently small. For any continuous function x(t) set 
9x(t) = z(t) + j” --z 
X(t) PX-l(s) q(s) ds - 1; X(t)(Z - P) X-l(s) q(s) ds, 
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where q(t) = k[t, x(t)]. If /I x - .a 11 < J&j, and hence I/ x I/ < 8, then 
/ 9-x(t) - z(t)1 < 2y-lM.2Ell x I/ < iI1 x /I < $3. 
Thus Y maps the set // x - z II < 48 into itself. Moreover, 
II FXI - r’x, II < pM.24 x1 - x2 II < &II x1 - x2 II. 
Therefore, by the contraction principle, the mapping Y has a unique fixed 
point x(t) such that I/ x - x 11 < $8. It follows at once that x(t) is differentiable 
and 
If in (18) we put x = w + x(t), we obtain 
w’ = B(t)w + k[t, w + x(t)] - k[t, x(t)], 
to which we can apply the basic theorems of stability theory. Thus x(t) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable for t + $03 if P = I and unstable if P f I. 
Suppose finally that A(t), f(t, x), g(t, x are almost periodic functions of t. ) 
Since, under the conditions of the theorem, f(t, x) and g(t, x) satisfy Lipschitz 
conditions in X, they are almost periodic uniformly with respect to x (cf. [4). 
Hence, for any almost periodic function x(t), the functions f[t, x(t)] and 
g[t, x(t)] are also almost periodic. Again, for any fixed vector x and any real 
number h, 
uniformly in t as h + 0. Therefore g,(t, 0) and B(t) are almost periodic. 
Since any equation in the closed hull of the equation 
x’ = B(t)x 
also has an exponential dichotomy, it follows from a theorem of Favard [4] 
that for any almost periodic function q(t) the unique bounded solution of the 
equation 
x’ = B(t)x + q(t) 
is almost periodic. In particular, z(t) is almost periodic. 
We now restrict the mapping Y to almost-periodic functions x(t). Since 
y(t) = TX(t) is a bounded solution of the equation 
Y’ = B(tly + p(t) + k[t, x(t>l, 
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it is almost periodic. It follows that the fixed point x(t) provided by the 
contraction principle is almost periodic. By further restricting the domain 
of the mapping Y it may be seen that the frequency module of x(t) is 
contained in the joint frequency module of A(t), f(t, x), g(t, x). 
Theorem 5 generalizes Theorem 13-2 of Hale [5], which was proved by a 
quite different method. By setting w = c-l, 7 = it, it is easily seen that it 
contains the following result of Bogolyubov [I] on the method of averaging: 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the vector function X(t, x) is almost periodic in t 
for each x in the ball 1 x j < 6, and that the partial derivative Xz(t, x) exists and 
is continuous in x uniformly with respect to t at x = 0. Let X,,(x) be the mean 
value of X(t, x) and suppose X,,(O) = 0 and the eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
matrix X,,(O) have realparts differentfrom zero. 
Then there exist positive constants E,, , So such that if 0 < E < E,, , the equation 
x’ = cX(t, x) 
has a unique bounded solution x(t) satisfying I/ x(t)l( < S, . This solution is 
almost periodic and its .frequency module is contained in the frequency 
module of X(t, x). Its stability properties are the same as those of the solution 
x = 0 of the averaged equation 
x’ = <X()(X), 
and /I x(t)11 -+ 0 as E -+ 0. 
Note. The referee has kindly drawn my attention to the following two 
papers which are related to Sections 2 and 3, respectively, of [2]: 
Bylov, B. F. Almost reducible systems. Sibirskii Mat. 2. 7 (1966), 
751-784. 
Millionscikov, V. M. The structure of fundamental matrices of R-systems 
with almost periodic coefficients. Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 171 (1966), 
288-291. 
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